COMMUNICATION

I'M SO GLAD I CAN TELL YOU ABOUT IT AND YOU DO UNDERSTAND!

OF COURSE, MARY!
THE SAME THING HAS HAPPENED TO ME TOO!

we're fighting for the Lord! Our problems don't really even mean so much as long as we're fighting to get the victory over them. Our being here is dependent upon our faithfulness & our desire to live for Jesus, not how "perfect" or "good" we are!

4. EVERYONE HERE HAS HAD LOTS OF DIFFERENT KINDS OF PROBLEMS & HAS MADE ALL SORTS OF TERRIBLE MISTAKES! In Sunday Fellowship, have people participate in admitting their problems & lessons & victories they've had, to encourage our newcomer that we're all a mess, so he doesn't worry about his own problems & weaknesses. It will encourage him to be honest & communicate with us about his problems when he sees he's not going to be ousted for telling us the truth about himself. Share how the Lord has given everyone victories because they confessed their weak areas & problems & had united prayer against them, giving the Lord & His Word the opportunity to overcome them.

5. WE HAVE KNOWN A LOT OF BAD THINGS ABOUT EVERYONE HERE & ALL THE FAMILY LEADERSHIP & OTHER FAMILY MEMBERS, but we still love you & even took you staff members into our Home & we took him in too, knowing his problems.

6. EVERYONE HERE HAS THEIR SHARE OF PROBLEMS, but we shouldn't worry about it. You're bound to make mistakes & we all make mistakes, & some are even deliberate sins such as lying & covering up, but at least we all keep trying. Nobody is perfect. We're still all trying to do our best for the Lord & meanwhile we're learning & progressing & growing, & no one holds it against others just because they've made some mistakes! No one is here because of their past record nor even due to their present record. No one here has any exceptionally outstanding "good" record, thank God—or they'd be too good for us!—And there is nothing in our past or present to glory in! The Lord has forgiven the past, & it's gone, the past doesn't matter. It's the present, right now, that really matters.

7. WHAT REALLY MATTERS MOST IS IF YOU'RE WILLING TO OVERCOME YOUR PRESENT PROBLEMS & GET VICTORIES. If you're willing to be honest & open & admit where you need help, admit your faults & weaknesses so you can get help on them, you can get deliverance, you can get victories! The Bible says the Lord will remember your sins no more, unless you keep doing them. Like I told one staff member recently in reply to his report about his battles & lessons learned, "Don't
worry, I have a poor memory, & like the Lord, I remember your sins no more!" (Isa.43:25, 44:22)

8. YOU SHOULD EXPLAIN YOUR PROBLEMS, BATTLES & WEAKNESSES TO YOUR LEADERSHIP, NOT WEAKER BRETHREN. It's important that you communicate these things to the right people at the right time & in the right spirit. What you shouldn't be doing Is holding it all in & letting your problems & trials eat away at you. We all have problems & we continue to have problems, we had them in the past & we still have them in the present. Our newcomer has problems too, even now, but the Lord loved & all of us enough to bring us here & use us in spite of our problems.

9. MAYBE THE LORD BROUGHT YOU ALL HERE FOR HELP. The Lord brought our newcomer here both for our sake, to fulfill the need we had for his ministry & talents, & He brought him here for his sake, too, to learn to openly communicate his heart & get greater victories here!

10. BY SHARING THESE THINGS WITH HIM FROM THE START, THE LORD WILL HELP HIM TO SEE THAT HE CAN BE OPEN & HONEST, he can learn to share his heart & communicate here, especially once he's learned that he's not going to have his head chewed off for making a mistake & he's not going to be thrown out for having problems. Look at the rest of you, many of you have feared the same thing before & it's still never happened!

11. OUR EDITORS NOW KNOW THEY CAN WRITE ME QUESTIONS THAT THEY SOMETIMES HAVE ABOUT BIBLE PROPHECY OR LETTERS & PUBS THEY WORK ON, BECAUSE THAT'S THEIR JOB, to study & compile & edit the Words! We don't want them to be secretly battling about different questions they have just because they don't want to appear to be doubting. I told them they can just write to me about it, & now that they've been more open to ask questions, they've felt relieved because they've gotten some help on their questions & found the answers they've asked for. You could say that they were doubting, but if a person really honestly wants an answer & he's sincerely asking & seeking help about his situation & not being critical or skeptical, then it's good for him to tell his leadership his problems & doubts & battles. No one is going to get help or counsel or victories if they are not honest with others, & are not willing to share their hearts with their leadership. Often who you tell shows what your motive is.

12. WE SHOULD BE ABLE TO GO TO OUR LEADERSHIP & OUR COUNSELORS & SHARE OUR HEARTS & ASK QUESTIONS IF WE SERIOUSLY HAVE SERIOUS BATTLES. It's better to tell somebody so you can get help, so that whatever's troubling you won't be eating away & destroying you from the inside. It's common for people to have some opposing opinions & questions & we don't condemn them for that. Our newcomer is probably so used to working under dictatorship-type leaders, he's afraid to open up at all. For years, almost everyone in our Family has been afraid to voice any kind of difference of opinion because it might appear to be spreading doubt & division, but no one's going to condemn you or bite your head off or send you off just because you're voicing an opinion or question or attempting to share your heart & innermost battles! We should feel more free to talk to leadership about our problems, & all leadership should be willing to listen & understand & help those who need their counsel & prayers.

13. SO WE TAKE SOME PEOPLE HERE WHO HAVE PROBLEMS & WE DON'T CONDEMN THEM FOR IT AS LONG AS THEY ADMIT IT & WE ADMIT THAT THEY HAVE PROBLEMS & WE STRIVE TO WORK & PRAY TOGETHER TO DO SOMETHING ABOUT THEM! Some leaders don't pump people power & don't ask others for suggestions & opinions, & even worse, shoot people down when they do voice their feelings, which results in the avoidance of any outward expression. If our newcomer has had that kind of leadership before, his fearfulness is understandable. But now things have changed, now he's in a different situation & we can & want to help him to get the victory over any problems he may have, just like the Lord has helped us to get the victory over our problems, but he must communicate & be honest with us, so we can help him.

14. YOU NEED TO HAVE FAITH IN YOUR LEADERSHIP & IN THE LORD'S LOVE & BE ENCOURAGED TO BE HONEST & ASK QUESTIONS. Everyone here can testify how they felt hesitant to be open before, but now we've all learned to be so much more honest & open. It takes time & faith sometimes for people to overcome these things. Let's hope this Pow-Wow will encourage our newcomer that we're expecting him to be open & honest from the beginning even though it'll take time & practice for him to make it a habit.

15. AT THE END OF YOUR SUNDAY FELLOWSHIP POW-WOW YOU SHOULD HAVE SPECIAL PRAYER FOR HIM. Lay hands on him & pray that he'll do well here, that he'll be honest & open his heart to us & say what's on his heart & get victories, & trust our & the Lord's love.--That he'll draw closer to the Lord & us as he learns to communicate, for with such sacrifices God is well pleased.